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Disclaimer / Terms of usage
Early Bird or Liquid tools, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart contracts and any apps (“Early Bird”) as presented in this
conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this
document, on the website or within the app is intended only as a basic reference, without any elective or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or
financial environment. The content of this document, website, project direction is subject to change without notice at any point in time. The Early Bird smart
contracts is open-source, security audited, permanent and non-modifiable in any way. The Early Bird token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions and is not
and cannot be considered to be a “security”, "investment" or otherwise regulated token of any kind. Early Bird is not in any way e-money and/or fiat money, or
an asset backed stablecoin, whether global or limited in scope. This document taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual agreement of any kind, nor is it
an invitation, solicitation to purchase in Early Bird or acquire or use Early Bird tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit therefrom. Any user of
Early Bird represents and warrants that such user has received appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory and legal advice before accessing and/or
reading this document or the website, and/or using any portion or element of Early Bird (including the $EBIRD token). The user hereby acknowledges and
accepts that there is an inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto system, token, platform, software or interface,
including Early Bird, and further disavows any claim of any kind against any community member directly or indirectly involved with Early Bird, for any damage
suffered, including total loss.

INTRODUCTION

Summary
The following lite paper will provide information about the Early Bird token
($EBIRD) and the Liquid tools platform. The document will break down
Early Bird's tokenomics, rewards distribution, dashboard functionality and
Liquid's functionality.

Why use Early Bird?
Early Bird is a reward yield token which distributes passive rewards.
The Early Bird token ($EBIRD) allows you access to the Liquid tools platform.
Rewards are distributed based on your share percentage of circulating supply.

Goals

Create a crypto community for the purpose of
knowledge sharing.

Fostering growth by sharing tools, resources and
educational information pertaining to the Binance
Smart Chain (BSC) network amongst members.
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Early Bird at a glance
Early Bird is a reward yield token which distributes passive rewards. Holders
automatically receive any type of wrapped Binance Smart Chain tokens (default BNB)
by holding the $EBIRD token. Holders can manage their rewards through a
compressive and intuitive dashboard.
$EBIRD is required to access the Liquid tools platform.

Make trading
safer while
earning

Features

passive
rewards.

Access to Liquid tools
No minimum amount
required to collect rewards

Circulating supply

1
quadrillion
Burned

50%

Tax free reward buy back
option
Staking to increase rewards
percentage by 100%

Success driven mechanics
The Early Bird project uses success driven mechanics to
reward the developers instead of giving them tokens at
launch. This ensures that the dev team and holders
motivations are aligned and that the dev team is in it for
the long haul!
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Tokenomics

Tax
Buy / Sell

Breakdown

11%
5.5% of every transaction is
distributed as rewards amongst
Early Bird holders.
5.5% of every transaction is
allocated towards an operations
pool to fund development and
marketing.
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Rewards
Early bird holders are put in control of their rewards and
have the option to receive reward distribution
automatically or manually.

Every holder qualifies for payout
Get paid in a community curated list of BEP-20 tokens.
Unlike some other divided paying tokens, Early Bird does
not enforce any kind of minimum token requirement to
get your dividends. So regardless if you're a whale or a
small fish you can participate! This ensures that Early
Bird is accessible to holders regardless of market cap.
No glass ceilings here! *In order to receive automatic
payouts, you must hold at least 10 billion Early Bird
tokens. Otherwise rewards will need to be claimed
manually through the dashboard

Tax free auto reward buy back
You have the option to enable automatic tax free auto reward
buy back to create compounded rewards.
*To allow buyers to remain in control this functionality is turned
off by default
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LIQUID platform

The Liquid tools platform will help identify malicious contracts through a wide
array of validation test. The tool will serve to complement research strategies
through a platform where important BSC contract information can be obtained.

Features
Research and extract contract info
Contract validation
Honey pot check through simulated
trading nodes
Support a wide range of filtering criteria
View detailed holder information
View trades and recent volume data
View liquidity information
lock time
lock location
View contract owner information
View market information
View growth rate
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Roadmap
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